Communications chapter 1

2. message sentback to the speaker reacting to what it said
6. occur at the same time and are similar to phone communication
11. tendency to divide communication transactions into sequence at stimuli and responses
16. communication that takes place within an organization among members of the organization
18. speaking or writing
19. speakers and writers

Across

20. listener

Down
1. does not take place in real time
3. enable you to present yourself as a confident, likeable, approachable and credible person
4. communication from one source to many recievers
5. enable you to communicate information effectively in small groups or within large audiences
7. information you provide before sending your primary message
8. listeners or readers
9. in any interactional situation will occur
10. interference that is external to both speaker and listener
12. listening or reading
13. anything that interferes with your receiving a message
14. the medium through which the message passes
15. speaker
17. a message that refers to another message